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Book Descriptions:

4 manual organ console for sale

Excellent for contemporary worship. This 32yearold analog electronic organ is in good working
order will continue to be used in supporting congregational singing until our new model arrives. And
has an external amplifiers relay rack for nine external speakers. I remixed to perform on three
speakers to fit in my home. Replaced by a pipe organ. Fall 2015 organ moved to Allen Organ Studio
Augusta, Ga.Detailed specifications, audio, and more information available.Can be used for
theatrestyle or classicalstyle music. Has a myriad of builtin MIDI controls and Memory for recording
purposes. Includes a rhythm box and complete pedalboard. Four speakers included. Three manuals,
full pedals, 62 speaking stops, 376 independently voiceable stops, 90 stop units. Combination action
with 20 general pistons, 8 divisional pistons each division, 500stage piston sequencer. Custom
speaker system. Contact us today to schedule your audition appointment, and dust off your Vierne,
your Widor, your Franck. With nearly a hundred ranks, it has vast tonal capabilities and variety.
Here’s a wonderful chance to acquire the best of the American Classic organ. The Ruckpositiv is in
the rear gallery with a seperate console. Call us today to schedule your audition visit. Originally built
by Roosevelt in 1892, rebuilt and enlarged by WelteTripp in 1931, this opulent organ is the
quintessential romantic and symphonic pipe organ. With a huge range of expression from the
powerful Tuba to the distant Celestes, multiple 8’ Principals, and a rich variety of solo voices, this
instrument is an organist’s dream. Built by the best, expanded by the best, with a massive and
gorgeous console of dramatic quartersawn oak. With a thorough restoration, this organ would
reclaim its place as one of the great American organs. It is without equal. Now’s your chance to own
it.http://cinstech-inspect-survey.com/fckeditor_userfiles/de4002-steam-cleaner-manual.xml
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It will remind you of the trials and tribulations of preparing for lessons when you know haven’t
practiced enough, and the sense of achievement when you finally mastered that gnarly passage. If
you didn’t study at Eastman, imagine all the brilliant young players who busted their knuckles on
this organ. What karma! We’re looking forward to your inquiries. There are three independent 8’
stops two manuals and pedal, no couplers. The organ will be dismantled soon because of house sale.
Video recordings are available. Height 102”, Width 81.5”, Depth 40” Free with incentives to the
right home. Felix Schoenstein was born and trained in Germany, and came to the United States in
1868 to work for Joseph Severin Mayer, pioneer California organbuilder. He started his own firm in
1877. The Great Earthquake and Fire in San Francisco in 1906 destroyed most of his life’s work —
Opus 7 built in 1891 for St Markus Lutheran Church in San Francisco is the only survivor. The organ
was relocated to the church of SS. Peter and Paul in San Francisco in the 1940’s, and was replaced
with a new Schoenstein Organ in 1986. It is now in storage in New England. This magnificent organ
boasts fullthroated German Romantic choruses and a rich variety of tone color. Contact us for
further information Will this be your home organ, the only one on the block.The organ is scheduled
for dismantling within a month. Click here to download specifications. 26’ tall, 16’ wide, 6’ deep This
beautiful modern trackeraction organ was built by Gober Organbuilder in Elora, Ontario. Hal Gober
was an early disciple of Otto Hoffman of Texas, one of the first American firms to build new
twentieth century tracker organs. He completed the formal apprenticeship program in Germany to
be named a master organbuilder. He has worked for companies in Germany, Switzerland, and
Canada. This unusual organ features a creative design surrounding the main entrance to the
sanctuary. Please contact us for more
information.http://www.tcco.com.tw/upload/editor/171032166325.xml
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It’s smashing stenciled facade makes it a terrific candidate for use as a Choir Organ “down front” in
a large church to complement a larger gallery organ. Give us a call. We’d love to share it with you.
As the backbone of a distinguished music program, the organ is fully playable and in regular use.
There is a separate twomanual console in the rear gallery to play the Gallery Organ, and a
comprehensive fourmanual console in the Chancel that controls both organs. Contact us to arrange
your audition visit. Chancel Organ Austin Organs, Inc., Opus 2600 1977 Click here to download
specifications. Gallery Organ Austin Organs, Inc., Opus 2599 1976 Click here to download
specifications. We are happy to offer this large instrument, an interesting early example of the work
of the Austin Organ Company. Though the organ has not been played in many years, the chamber
interiors are in good restorable condition. We welcome your inquiries. This Casavant organ was built
in 1966 with electropneumatic action. It’s in great condition, and ready to be moved.Here’s your
chance to own one. It’s in good condition, ready to move. There’s a fine variety of reed colors
including strong swell reeds, string tone from 16’, Principal choruses, and beautiful flutes. Free to a
good home. Building is closing and the organ is available immediately. Voiced for a large and
spacious church, this organ has a broad range of expression, including etherial soft voices, and a
powerful full chorus. The Swell Quintade 4’ is an unusually lovely color, and don’t forget the lavish
display of four reeds, very unusual for a period organ of this size. The organ has been professional
dismantled and stored. Contact us if you’d like to make a visit. The good news Free to a good home.
The bad news Recorded dimensions of the organ were lost in a hard drive crash. The organ has been
dismantled and the building has been demolished. The organ is approximately 26feet wide, and
26feet tall.

The main body of the organ is approximately 10feet deep, and the Swell and Choir windchests
stacked were behind the main body in a tower room approximately 12feet wide. It would be possible
to reconstruct accurate dimensions. This would involve opening the storage in the basement of a
large church building, and measuring components. There are many photos taken of the organ’s
interior during dismantling. This is an heroic organ, highly regarded and widely celebrated. It was
designed and voiced for a very large building. William Middelschulte was organist of the parish, and
performed regularly on this organ. The original tubularpneumatic action is intact. Available for best
offer. This lovely historic organ was built in 1852 and restored by Bozeman Organbuilders in 1992.
It’s a wonderful example of the best of Boston area organ building, and it’s available immediately. An
added bonus is that spring is coming and the organ is on Cape Cod. Plan a nice weekend trip to visit,
hear, and play the organ, and enjoy some New England seafood and beautiful walks on the beach.
OCH director John Bishop’s family had a home on the Cape for decades, and he can give you hints
about the best places to visit. This magnificent and delicate organ was conceived for practice at
home. Exquisite details, and all the care of craftsmanship of one our finest organ builders make this
organ the opportunity of a lifetime. Let us help you arrange for an audition visit. It’s in terrific
condition, well maintained, and available immediately. Casavant organs of this vintage are solidly
built, and designed especially well for renovation. Contact us to arrange your audition visit. We are
happy to offer this unique opportunity to acquire a spectacular newly built organ, as influenced by
the great French Baroque organbuilder, Dom Bedos. Click on the link to download a detailed
description. Be sure to scroll far down to find specifications. The instrument is priced as a new
organ.

Details available by serious inquiry. The organ was built for a private auditorium, and has been
dismantled and is in storage. The carillonclock will be driven by the central cpu see point 3, with
complete organ interfacing and programmable “time carillon” organ function. The time will be
hooked to IRIGB universal time reference, to have always a selfsynchronization with absolute time.
Click here to see description of the organ written by Stephen Schnurr, editor of The Diapason. This
heroic organ was built in 1891 as Roosevelts Opus 494. Unfortunately, the condition of the
magnificent building deteriorated past the point of safety. The organ was dismantled and placed in



storage in 2013 by the Organ Clearing House. Regarded by many to among Roosevelts finest
instruments, the organ waits for a good home.With lovely solo voices, expressive celestes, colorful
reeds, and 16foot flue tone on each manual, youll have a gold mine of magical tone. Let us help you
realize a dream. With installation of new Peterson solidstate control system, new tilting tablets have
been added for Great Principal 8, Pedal Bourdon 32 and Cornet 32 Expression motors have been
restored. Heres a marvelous, compact organ, ideal for home, chapel, or as an antiphonal Choir
Organ. Renovated and ready for immediate delivery. Click here to view description. This is
wonderful opportunity for your church or school to acquire a significant new organ without joining a
waiting list. The asking price is exclusive of OCH fees and relocation costs. Relocation estimates
available upon request. Video recordings and layout plans are available by request. The stoplist
reflects the organs versatility for all the requirements of service and concert playing. Call now to
arrange your audition visit. Click here to download description and historic information. Heres a
magnificent example of the 19th Century American organ, with freedom for placement and
alteration.

The organ mechanical action was replaced with a new electropneumatic action by William Laws in
1923. He made a practice of equipping organs with new actions without altering original voicing.
However, in this instrument, he added two divisions to the instrument, using original Hutchings
material. The Echo Division has been removed to storage. The organ has not been used in many
years. The blower was removed to make space for new airconditioning equipment. This sturdy
practice organ is taller than most, which allows it stature for presence in small chapel with high
ceiling. A beautiful onemanual organ, terrific for hymn playing.This is a brandnew instrument, ideal
for practice for the serious musician. Shipment from Ireland is easy to arrange. Nows the time to
take on those difficult pieces youve always dreamed of playing. While everyone is familiar with the
ubiquitous electropneumatic organs built by Moller, few realize that the firm produced hundreds of
lovely trackeraction organs in the last decades of the 19th century and beginning of the 19th.Built in
1936, after AeolianSkinner was formed by the merge of the Aeolian Organ Company and the Skinner
Organ Company, here is the best of both worlds a classic homestyle organ with the Aeolian DuoArt
player, and a vast collection of rolls. The rolls are available sperately. Relocated to its current
location around 1975, the organ is available for immediate sale. Call now to arrange your audition.
The Kilgen Organ Company is often hidden in the shadows behind giants like Skinner,
AeolianSkinner, Kimball, and Casavant. But Kilgen organs reflect the best of the early 20th century
American expressive symphonic organ. This fine instrument is relatively compact, and contains a
rich variety of specialized tone colors. A real treat for the creative organist. Click here for more
information about the organ. This organ was originally built for the Washington, DC residence of Dr.

Duncan McKim, which is now owned by the National Parks and Conservation Association. It was
removed to storage in preparation for installation at local Washington Church, and later destined for
a church in New Zealand. The organ is in storage and available now for restoration and installation
in your church. While similar to many other instruments in the class of purposebuilt practice organs,
this organ is unique in its very compact dimensions. It will fit anywhere. Its for sale as a new
instrument. Ernest Skinner Opus 847 was built in 1930 for a private theater. It is equipped with
Skinners DuoArt automatic player. The organ is privately owned, and the owners will consider
donating the organ to an institution that would restore and install it in a place where the public
could experience it. The organ is in pristine, restorable, original condition. The Organ Clearing
House has relocated dozens of similar organs. Beautiful tone, fine keyboard action, and lots of
versatility in a modest instrument. Were offering this unusual unit organ by M. P. Moller. Its
patterned after the ubiquitous Artiste, but with two separate Swell enclosures, a 16 Principal, and
Italian nomenclature, this organ is unique. The building was built as a Unitarian Church, and was
sold to a Jewish congregation in 1942. The organ has not been played for at least 40 years, and will
require restoration, but because the chambers are secluded and difficult to get to, the original



condition is largely intact.A monumental onemanual organ. Of course its limited, but its very grand.
Just imagine. Download PDF Contact Us Opus 5268. 25 ranks. Pipes Only Price Please Inquire Opus
5268 exists today as pipes only. No other equipment is available. Josephs Catholic Church in
Carlinville, IL utilizing quarter sawn oak case and pipework from the church’s existing instrument
unknown builder, possibly Hinners with new attached console. This instrument is now available for
sale directly from the church.

Please inquire for contact information. Download PDF Contact Us Wicks Opus 5930 Price Please
Inquire Built in 1983, church closure finds this little 6 rank organ in need of new accommodations.
Please contact us for more information. Instrument has been removed and is in storage at our
facility. Download PDF Contact Us Here at Wicks, we have retained a variety of the special skills an
organ builder needs to survive, many learned and passed down through our 109 year history. We
have the shop, we have the equipment, we have the talent. Not all in this business are as fortunate
and depend on outside sources to assist them. With the business landscape changing as it has, its
beneficial to support each other, develop new friendships and encourage growth in an industry
being outpaced by inferior choices in sacred music. Contact us and tell us what your needs are and
how we can help. You may be surprised. Sometimes things can go wrong and you need specific parts
and pieces to keep your instrument going. If you’re having trouble with your Wicks organ and are in
need of something special, please get in touch with us and see what we may be able to do for you in
the line of NOS or previously enjoyed equipment. We pride ourselves on building highquality
instruments designed to be beautiful, insightful, and useful for the purpose for which they are
designed. Lighted music rack. Features Rodgers’ Voice Palette system for greater variety of stop
color. Fully pipe compatible. Stunning! 950 Classic Organ Request Info Download Specs
PREOWNED Beautiful medium oak Rodgers solid hardwood console with external audio system for
filling any size church building. Parallel Digital Imaging technology, 3 manuals, lighted draw knobs,
54 stops, external audio systems from 2 to 10 channels, excellent condition. Divided expression with
crescendo, 4 memory levels with expansion by Personal Memory Card, Rodgers highquality
expression shoes, touchsensitive keys and modern MIDI system.

Rodgers Classic 940 Request Info Download Specs PREOWNED Beautiful 3manual drawknob
Rodgers organ. Medium oak console finish. Organ may control up to 10 external audio channels to
fill a room of nearly any size. One of Rodgers most popular models, Rodgers 940 models continue to
serve churches and organists all over the country. Rodgers 785 Request Info Download Specs
PREOWNED Beautiful medium oak wood case with external audio system capable of filling any size
building, from 210 external channels. Parallel Digital Imaging technology, 2 manuals, 4 divisions, 49
stops, 32’ pedal stop, lighted drawknob stops controls. Independent floating Positiv division with
separate audio makes this actually a 3manual organ with 2 keyboards. Divided expression with
settable crescendo pedal, 4 memory levels with unlimited memory storage via MIDI sequencer,
Rodgers highquality expression shoes, fullyequipped MIDI system. Lighted music rack. Fully
pipecompatible. Photo for illustration only. Single, split keyboard. Auto bass. Wooden roll top. More
stock arriving in August. Allen wooden keyboards and Allen mechanical draw stops. Demonstration
available Brisbane. Great for home practise or a chapel. Well happily provide a new Allen for a
sidebyside comparison with any competitive digital organ. In sidebyside comparisons Allen organs
are preferred for their quality of sound and construction. Well happily provide a new Allen for a
sidebyside comparison with any competitive digital organ. Call Jim now on 0412758651 to arrange a
demo. Includes 30 note concave, radiating pedalboard, autopedal function, headphone outlet,
lockable roll top.Includes 32 note radial concave pedalboard, Blonde oak finish. Includes 4way
adjustable Music desk and adjustable bench. Currently in the Elmhurst Showroom. Great
Specification with many percussion and orchestral voices builtin. Also has a stereo headphone jack.

This model was used by Mannheim Steamroller in concert while performing their spectacular



Christmas music all over the United States.All material on this page and all linked pages belonging
to triunemusic.com are copyright protected. For a better experience, we recommend using another
browser. Learn more Facebook Email or phone Password Forgotten account. Sign Up Pipe Organ
Garage Sale Public group About Discussion Your items Members Videos Photos Recommendations
Events Files Search this group Join group settings More Join this group to post and comment.Three
reservoirs, Wurlitzer Chrysloglott, Marimba and trap chest releathered, the rest is original leather.
Ranks are 16 Bourdon, 8 String, 4 Principal. Mahogany casework. Built for and housed in private
residence. Owners are moving to a smaller home and want to find a new home for this instrument
that has brought them so much pleasure over the years. Professionally maintained since new and
currently available for audition. Great Octavin 2, Flute Douce 4, Prestant 4, Hautbois 8, Bourdon 8,
Montre 8, Flute Harmonique 8, Bourdon 16. It is one of two organs he built. All of the pipework is of
oak and again with mahogany accents. The two manuals and the pedalboard are the only items he
did not make himself. The organ is in a residence in northern Washington State very near the
Canadian border. The sound is gentle, clean, and intimate. The foot print is approx. 10 wide and 8
deep. It fits under a 9 ceiling. The blower is in a soundproof box. One chamber with 6 rank manual
chest and 5 offsets. Has independent 16’ pedal Subbass as well as a manual 16’ Bourdon. Voicing is
thankfully original, no one tried to “improve it”. 16’ Subbass Pedal 16’2’ Unit Flute 8’ Melodia 8’
Open Dispason with wood basses 8’ Dulciana 8’ Salicional 8’ TC Voix Celeste 8’ Oboe Could easily be
expanded with new chests or incorporated into another instrument. Will need restoration.

We’re available to remove and pack organ, and transport depending on distance. They are in good
shape and are originally from a Kilgen instrument from Kalamazoo, MI that was removed in 2013 or
2014. Almost definitely built in the mid 70s, as the instrument was rebuilt then after a fire. Long
keysticks and good contacts. Hinged at the back, though not attached in this photo. One key has a
small chip. The coverings seem to be bone or perhaps ivory. One key needs a leather nut. I had used
these for a while for a small practice instrument but no longer need them, as I now have both a
complete instrument a toaster.sue me and a larger stack of reverse color manuals from Laukhuff.
The organ is currently playing in my home and all pipework is in excellent condition. I have owned
the instrument since 2010 when I removed it from a church in Harrisburg, PA. I am selling because I
recently completed the installation of larger 3m instrument and dont need two at the house.
However, I am in no rush to sell and would like to find the right home for it. This instrument dates to
the 1930s. Its sound is warm and full, arguably from the best period of Wicks instruments. It was
updated with an OpusTwo system in 2019. The console is a 2manual with floating antiphonal
quartersawn oak Austin in excellent condition with integrated mechanical combination action and
ivory keys. It was rebuilt in the midnineties by Austin. Console details are available by searching for
Austin opus 2036. For reference, I included the original Wicks stoplist in the photos. The Wicks
ranks map fairly well to the Austin tabs. The organ as currently installed requires a 9 ceiling. Each
division has two main chests on a single set of bearers and a reservoir; there are several offset
chests for basses, the pedal flute, and vox in a box. I did not complete the chambers since focus
shifted to the larger instrument.

The only items not included are the original console and blower, which were not worth the effort to
remove from the church in Harrisburg where the instrument was installed. It is installed in a sound
attenuating enclosure. The organ is located near Allentown, PA and the buyer is responsible for its
removal. I can provide pipe trays at additional cost. I have no idea what I want or what is feasible,
but would welcome any advice. I don’t have a budget in mind as I’m not sure what I’m looking for
yet. I know I think that I don’t want a digital organ. Perhaps a tracker organ. Anyway, I appreciate
your advice on where to look and what to look for. We are moving the end of August 2020 and we
hope to give our pipe work a second life. We are accepting any offers. Buyer assumes moving
responsibilities, pipes are in good condition. Pipes are sold as is.The board has decided, despite my
best efforts to preserve the organ, to sell it. The console has been disconnected and the organ is no



longer playable. The buyer will need to remove it from the building. The main chests are located on
the third floor. Offers will be accepted and the instrument will go to the highest offer. Please ask
questions, but BE KIND. I am not an organ builder. I am trying to help the committee place this
organ in the right hands. If someone could link the information from the OHS database to this post, I
would greatly appreciate it. It’s really beautiful but it’s not used and to me, that’s a shame. To be
honest, I have zero clue what to sell this for. Please feel free to message me with questions. Located
in RI. You’re welcome to come look. Oboe with butterfly tops is particularly nice. Fits under 10
ceiling. Includes swell shades and motor. No blower. Located in Beaufort, SC. It has been in storage
for several years. Most pipes are in boxes. The longer pipes are mitered. I played it before removal
however now will need some work.

It has 450 pipes, all pipes are in very good condition, 3 had slight damage so I took to a pipe shop
and had repaired.It is complete with blower, bench, AGO pedal board, swell shades, and facade. Also
the oak wainscot panels on each side of console. I had great plans to restore however due to my age
and health must part with it. I had plans to add contacts and make into a direct electric but again
that never happened. Any other questions or pictures needed please PM me. It is located about 45
miles south of Columbus Ohio ARCHIVED Original Hinners Pipe Organ, from German Methodist
Church in San Francisco. Blower is broken, needs FREE 94134 I have just received approval from
the City Historic Renovation department to remove the organ to and organization that will use it.
Bay Area preferred, but will consider all locations 15 wide, 15 tall, and 10 deep. I would like to move
the organ out of the building this summer. Original Hinners Pipe Organ, from German Methodist
Church in San Francisco. The blower is broken, needs some TLC otherwise is in working order. Sign
Up Electronic Organ Garage Sale Public group About Discussion Your items Members Photos Events
Files Search this group Join group settings More Join this group to post and comment.All in very
good condition and were being used up until previous organ was removed this winter. In very good
condition. Brandon Tuomikoski 21 hrs I am sending a shot in the dark. I have a bad board and or
chip on my Conn 652. This is for the great pulse keyers. The board is number 724211. This joining
board has 7 of these identical boards on it The chip that I suspect is bad is an MOS K072400 3878.
The organ is currently having issues with the great Reed, diapason and two of the Celeste stops as
well as the vox humana. With the board, when those stops are activated and a note is played, a large
low cipher plays that sounds like one is mashing all keys at once. It then stops after a second until a
key is played again.

The vox humana just has a constant cipher that sounds like a cluster of notes is constantly playing. If
I cant get this board, I will probably just gut the whole organ and convert to midi via artisan boards.
Just dont want to go this rout yet. Photo is stock but the organ for sale is identical even the finish
with the cabinet being in almost perfect condition home use. External audio available. In great
shape, plays well. Ive played this organ many times for weddings and funerals and its in great
condition. They have a pdf flyer to advertise the organ, but it is not letting me upload it. Here are a
couple of v. It’s a model 145. The biggest problem with it is that the transposer doesn’t work right
some of the time. At times, it will randomly try to change to another key but only get half way there.
The other problem is that some of the pedals don’t press down very well. I have to get rid of it since I
need the space. Anyone that has the skill to take the wiring completely out and rewire it into a
Hauptwerk Organ would be the ideal buyer. It’s located in Wedowee, AL. Monty Bennett Yesterday
at 0635 This content isnt available at the moment When this happens, its usually because the owner
only shared it with a small group of people or changed who can see it, or its been deleted. When this
happens, its usually because the owner only shared it with a small group of people or changed who
can see it, or its been deleted. Mike Yaros 25 July at 0645 This is a very nice instrument. Ive used it
for practice for about 18 months. It is dying a slow death though. Shoes, presets and card reader no
longer function. Even with stops off, there is a voice on, which is the principal on the great and
salizional on the swell. There also is a bad ground which causes a noticeable hum when turned on.



Im upgrading so I need this gone. This would make a nice console for handy people who know how
to gut the instrument and convert it. There are a number of voicing cards included.

Can deliver within reasonable distance for a fee. Also have some Hammond benches and spinet
benches. These will be disposed of used for woodworking projects, broken down, donated, etc in a
few weeks as we are looking to lease out the part of the building they are in, so we’d love to see
them go to a good home. I would love to keep it, but it doubles the footprint of my HX1 and space is
a precious commodity. You betcha Ill deliver within reason Make an offer. If you need one, you need
one. Tamil Gardner shared a Marketplace post. 8 August at 1012 Katie Christine 7 August at 1513
This was given to us by my uncle. The speakers need fixed and we know nothing about them. Would
love to see it go to someone who could fix it and appreciate it. Jacks Simon 5 August at 1648 FOUND
ON EBAY Rex Ward shared a Marketplace post. 6 August at 0709 SHARING AD ONLY Richard
Schneider 5 August at 0614 I have a handfull of some old style Klann thumb pistons should anyone
be interested. Shipping costs shod be minimal. Jacob Kruzansky 18 July at 0854 Hello all. Im
wondering whether anyone might have a spare bench theyre willing to give away. Im located in
upstate NY and would much prefer to pick up as I dont exactly want to cover shipping costs for an
organ bench. Thanks in advance! Fairbury Foursquare Church 5 August at 0819 Conn organ all
complete with a extra speaker and pipes. Featuring four distinct voicing suites with samples of
organs by Skinner, Willis, CavailleColl, and Schlicker, the instrument is capable of faithfully
performing a huge variety of repertoire.Includes moving drawknobs, Allen premium keyboards, solid
woodcore console construction, and walnut finish in impeccable condition. The organ is current
setup and playing and available for inspection in Milwuakee, WI. Stop Action Magnets Style For A
Pedal Reservoir. Shipping Leather Size For Adding A Rank Or For Project Use.


